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Buy a new version of this Connected Casebook and receive ACCESS to the online e-book, practice

questions from your favorite study aids, and an outline tool on CasebookConnect, the all in one

learning solution for law school students. CasebookConnect offers you what you need most to be

successful in your law school classes â€“ portability, meaningful feedback, and greater efficiency.

Civil ProcedureÂ is written by one of the leading voices on Procedure, StephenÂ Yeazell, who for

thisÂ Ninth EditionÂ is joined by his colleague Joanna Schwartz. Â YeazellÂ and Schwartz employ a

pedagogical style that offers flexible organization at a manageable length. The book gives students

a working knowledge of the procedural system and introduces the techniques of statutory analysis.

Â The cases selected are factually interesting and do not involve substantive matters beyond the

experience of first-year students. The problems following the cases present real-life issues. Finally,

the book incorporates a number of dissenting opinions to dispel the notion that most procedural

disputes present clear-cut issues.Â  Key Features of the New Edition:  Procedures as Strategy

Notes: Â brief notes enabling students to see how lawyers use procedural tools to implement

litigation strategy. Assessment Questions: each chapter ends with series of brief questions allowing

students to test their comprehension of basic concepts. New Material on Erie, pleading, discovery,

arbitration, preclusion, class actions, andÂ joinder. Updated companion Statutory and Case

Supplement. Available as anÂ ebookÂ and print book.  CasebookConnect features: ONLINE

E-BOOK Law school comes with a lot of reading, so access your enhanced e-book anytime,

anywhere to keep up with your coursework. Highlight, take notes in the margins, and search the full

text to quickly find coverage of legal topics. PRACTICE QUESTIONS Quiz yourself before class and

prep for your exam in the Study Center. Practice questions from Examples & Explanations,

Emanuel Law Outlines, Emanuel Law in a Flash flashcards, and other best-selling study aid series

help you study for exams while tracking your strengths and weaknesses to help optimize your study

time. OUTLINE TOOL Most professors will tell you that starting your outline early is key to being

successful in your law school classes. The Outline Tool automatically populates your notes and

highlights from the e-book into an editable format to accelerate your outline creation and increase

study time later in the semester. Â 
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Stephen Yeazell writes about the history and theory of procedure and about the dynamics of

modern civil litigation. He teaches courses that correspond to these interests: Civil Procedure,

Contemporary Civil Litigation, International Civil Litigation. He has received the campus s highest

awards for his teaching (the University's Distinguished Teaching Award) as well as for his research

(the UCLA Faculty Research Lectureship); he was also the first recipient of the School of Law's

Rutter Award for Excellence in Teaching. He served as Associate Dean of the School of Law from,

as chair of the UCLA Academic Senate, and as Interim Dean of the School of Law in 2009-10.

Before studying law, Professor Yeazell did graduate work in English literature and taught English

and history in junior high schools in New York City, an experience, he reports, that has made him

appreciate the relative calm of even the feistiest law school class. After law school, he clerked for

Justice Mathew Tobriner of the California Supreme Court. Professor Yeazell's books include From

Medieval Group Litigation to the Modern Class Action (1987); Civil Procedure (8th ed., 2012), and

Contemporary Civil Litigation (2009). He is a Fellow of the American Academy of Arts & Science.

Its a good text book but from a different era. It needs an online facet. If you dont understand the

author's over simplified explanation then your out of luck. If you're old school then its for you. I like

books with a supporting (FREE) website that offer a more in depth "spoon fed" follow up to each

chapter.

Poorly written.

Wonderfully written textbook. Easy to read, the author is clearly not full of himself and even



manages to inject levity into some of the most dry material you will ever encounter in law. Was able

to understand the subject clearly and thoroughly without resorting to supplements. While most

students don't get to choose their textbooks, be glad if your professor has chosen this one.

I definitely paid less then a used book at my book store. I wanted the book to be without markings

because I wanted to make my own. I paid a little more for a pretty pristine book for 1/3 the price.

The description was point on and I am grateful. I wanted to keep this book with my own info in it! I

am grateful. Thank you!

i had no choice but to get this book for law school. it is pretty dry but excellent quality and the

casebook connect feature is great at helping my back. lugging around 5 heavy books all day gets

old.

The online case book is great for not having to carry another heavy book around, and it has a lot of

nice highlight and note features.

This book does have highlighting in it, but it isn't excessive. When purchasing a used law book I

expected there to be some in it so it perfectly met my expectations.

The book is actually quite entertaining, for a legal case book. Yeazell spices up what can be a dry

topic with some quick wit and interesting practice problems. For a Civil Procedure text, it's not half

bad.
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